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Trace languages have been introduced in order to describe the behaviour of con- 
current systems in the same way as usual formal languages do for sequential system. 
They can be defined as subsets of a free partially commutative monoid and a theory 
of trace languages can be developed, generalizing the usual formal languages 
theory. In this paper, the time complexity of membership problems for regular and 
context-free trace languages is investigated. It is proved that the membership 
problem for context free trace languages can be solved in time O(BM(n”)), where a 
is the dimension of the greatest clique of the concurrency relation C and &V(n) is 
the time required for multiplying two arbitrary n x n boolean matrices. For regular 
trace languages, our method gives an algorithm which requires O(rP) time. Finally, 
the uniform membership problem is shown to be NP-complete. cc 1989 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A trace, as introduced by Mazurkiewicz (1977), can be considered to be 
a model of a process in a concurrent system, at the same abstraction level 
as a string is a model of a process in a sequential system. The main 
difference is that a string is a linearly (totally) ordered set of symbol 
occurrences, each symbol representing an event that can take place in the 
system, while a trace is a partially ordered set of symbol occurrences. In 
fact, as pointed out by Petri (1977), imposing a linear (temporal) ordering 
on occurrences of concurrent events is an arbitrary restriction, since they 
can happen in any order, or even at the same time. For this reason, 
partial orders have been proposed to model concurrent processes by 
several authors (e.g., Nielsen, Plotkin, and Winskel (1981), Degano and 
Montanari (1985), Winskel(1986), Gischer (1984), Pratt (1986)). 
In Mazurkiewicz (1977), a different aspect of traces is stressed, by 
defining a trace as an equivalence class of words over a given alphabet that 
differ only in that some symbols, representing concurrent actions, are 
commuted. The main advantage of such a point of view is the fact that it 
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naturally leads to a further abstraction step, since traces can be abstractly 
defined as elements of a suitable free partially commutative monoid (fpcm, 
for short); such elements admit some different concrete representations, 
among which partial orders and equivalence classes. This allows us, 
therefore, to deal with traces in the framework of the theory of fpcm’s, 
introduced and developed by Cartier and Foata (1969) in order to give 
an algebraic interpretation of MacMahon’s master theorem (see also 
Lallement, 1979). 
Furthermore, the definition of trace languages as subsets of a fpcm gives 
a complete analogy with the usual definition of languages as subsets of a 
free (non-commutative) monoid, hence, giving a sound mathematical basis 
for developing a theory of trace languages, which generalizes the classical 
theory of formal languages. In particular, a Chomsky-like classification for 
trace languages may be given, and the usual problems (closure properties, 
equivalence problems, membership problems, algebraic characterization 
and so on) for the classes so obtained can be studied. 
An extensive analysis of regular trace languages and their subclasses has 
been carried out by Szijarto (1981), Knuth (1978), Bertoni, Mauri, and 
Sabadini (1981, 1982a, 1982b), Ochmanski (1985) Mazurkiewicz (1977, 
1985), Janicki (1978), and Zielonka (1987). A comprehensive review of the 
state of the art about trace languages can be found in Aalbersberg and 
Rozenberg (1986). 
In this paper, we are interested in the computational complexity of the 
(uniform and nonuniform) membership problem for regular and context- 
free trace languages. In this direction, Rytter (1984) has proved, with an 
application of the theory of multihead nondeterministic automata, that 
(nonuniform) membership problem for context-free trace languages can be 
solved in time O(n3”/log n), where c( is the dimension of the greatest clique 
of the concurrency relation C, and in space O(log*n). Here, we are 
interested in time complexity. With a different approach, in Section 6 we 
exhibit a “fast” reduction of the membership problem for context-free trace 
languages to the transitive closure of a matrix on a non associative algebra. 
Hence, generalizing the well-known result of Valiant (1975) on general con- 
text-free recognition in less than cubic time, we prove that (nonuniform) 
membership problem for context-free trace languages can be solved in time 
O(BM(n”)), where !x is as above and BM(n) is the time required for mul- 
tiplying two arbitrary n x n boolean matrices. For regular trace languages, 
this method gives an algorithm which requires O(nZ) time. In order to 
obtain such results, it is required an efficient representation of prefixes and 
intervals of a trace described in Section 3 and 4. Sections 2 and 5 contain 
the basic definitions about trace languages and their Chomsky-like 
classification. Finally, in Section 7 it is shown that the uniform membership 
problem is NP complete. 
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2. FREE PARTIALLY COMMUTATIVE MONOIDS AND TRACES 
In this section, we will recall the basic definitions and facts about trace 
languages and the algebraic structure supporting them, i.e., free partially 
commutative monoids. In the following, the reader will be supposed to be 
acquainted with the standard notions on automata and formal languages 
(Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969). 
DEFINITION 2.1. A concurrent alphabet is a pair (C, C), where: 
(a) C= (o,, CQ, . . . . a,> is a finite alphabet; 
(b) C E C x C is a symmetric and irreflexive relation, the concurrency 
relation. 
An important characteristic of the concurrency relation we will use in the 
following is its clique number. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Given a concurrency relation C on a set Z, the clique 
number of C is the maximal cardinality of the cliques of C: 
cn(C)=Max{ISI 1 SsCandSisacliqueofC). 
We remember that a clique in a graph is complete subgraph. 
Now, the following definition allows us to consider as being equivalent 
sequences of actions which differ only for the order in which concurrent 
actions are executed. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The free partially commutative monoid (fpcm, for short) 
generated by a concurrent alphabet (Z, C) is the initial object F(C, C) of 
the category of monoids generated by the elements of Z and satisfying, 
besides the monoid equations, the set of “commutativity laws” : 
{ab=baIa, bE.Zand (a, b)EC}. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A trace on a concurrent alphabet (2, C) is any 
element t E F(,Z:, C); a trace language is any subset TE F(Z, C). 
By such a definition, a trace is an abstract object, which can be repre- 
sented in many different ways. In the usual representation, F(Z, C) is the 
quotient structure F(C, C) = L’*/= c, where = c is the least congruence on 
Z* which extends the set of commutativity laws, and a trace is a con- 
gruence class of words. As usual, the congruence class of the word w  E Z* 
is denoted by [w] c, the composition on F(C, C) is defined by 
[w]~.[v]~= [w.vlc and the identity is the class [E]~= {E>, where E 
denotes the empty string. 
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The representation of a trace as a poset can be obtained as follows. 
Let (C, C) be a concurrent alphabet and x = .X,X* . . . x, E ,Z* (xk E Z, 
1 <k 6 n); x is intended as a representative element of the trace 
t = [x]~EF(C, C). To such a trace we can associate the partial order 
ord(t) = (P,, d ), where: 
(1) P,= {t-x,, k,), . ..> (.u,, k,)), where k,, denotes the number of 
symbols equal to x, in the string x,.Y~ ... .u,; 
(2) 6 is the transitive closure of the relation L defined by: 
(-xi, ki) L (-u/j k,) iff i6j and not(xi C x,). 
(P,, < ) represents the trace [xlc in the sense that equivalent strings 
determine the same ordering; on the other hand, given the ordering 
(P,, 6 ), the equivalence class [xlc can be obtained considering all the 
total orderings compatible with it. 
Since the algorithms presented in the following receive as input the string 
XIXZ”.X,, it is useful to denote the element (xi, ki) of P, by (xi, i), when 
we need to put into evidence that the symbol xi is in position i in the string. 
EXAMPLE. Let C = (a, b, c, d, e} and C defined by the graph: 
a e d 
. 
LI!L7-- 
b c 
The trace [abcdeac] c is described by : 
The representation of a trace as a poset allows us to give an algebraic 
counterpart for concepts related to ordering relations and vice versa. For 
instance, the concept of order ideal of a poset (E, < ), i.e., a set A GE 
such that, if x E A and y Q x, then y E A, can be identified with the algebraic 
notion of prefix of a trace. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Given a fpcm F(Z, C), a trace x is said to be a prefix 
of a trace y, denoted by x L .Y, iff there is a z such that J’ = x. -7. 
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The following theorem gives a strong relation among prefixes and order 
ideals : 
THEOREM 2.1. The set (Pre,, L ) of prefixes of a trace t, with the prefix 
relation L, is isomorphic to the lattice of the order ideals of 
(P,, 6 ) = ord(t). 
Proox By induction on the length of t, remembering that in F(,Y, C) 
the left cancellation law holds. 
As a consequence, the notions of prefix and order ideal can be “iden- 
tified,” and all the well-known operations on order ideals (in particular the 
set theoretic union u) can be transferred to prefixes. 
3. ON REPRESENTING PREFIXES OF A TRACE 
In this section, we will discuss the possibility of representing the prefixes 
of a given trace by means of arrays. Since many procedures on traces can 
be easily defined by recursion on their prefix structure, an efficient 
implementation of such procedures relies on the possibility of efficiently 
representing the prefixes of a given trace. Our main result is an algorithm 
that, for every string XEX* interpreted as the representative of the trace 
t = [x]~E F(z, C), computes the set of the representations of the prefixes 
of t in time 0(1x1”), being tx the clique number of C. 
In order to design and analyze the algorithm we will give in the 
following, we recall some definitions and combinatorial results (for more 
information on the subject, see Aigner, 1979, pp. 30-40). 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let (C, C ) be a concurrent alphabet, x = x1 x2 . . . x, 
an element of C*, t= [x]~EF(E, C) and ord(t)= ((x,, k,), . . . . (xn,k,)}, 
6 ) the corresponding partial order. Given (xj, k,) E ord(t), let Zj = 
{ txi3 ki) I  txi, ki) 6 txj, kj)} ;  Ij .  is said to be the principal order ideal 
generated by (x,, k,). 
FACT 3.1 (Dilworth, 1950). The set of order ideals of ord(t) is 
isomorphic to the set of antichains of ord(t), by associating with every 
antichain A the ideal which is the union of the principal ideals generated by 
the elements of A. Vice versa, the antichain corresponding to a given ideal Z is 
the set of maximal elements of I. 
Now, we introduce the notion of representation. 
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DEFINITION 3.2. Given a trace t, the representation of the prefixes of t is 
the function 
R,: Pre, + NIL’ 
defined by 
R,(s) = (IsI,,> . . . . bl,,) (Z= {o,, 02, . . . . a,j,s~Pre,) 
where IsI ~ denotes the number of symbols CT E C in s. 
Let now v = (vi, . . . . u,), v’ = (0;) . . . . vi) be two vectors with integer non- 
negative components. We define : 
(1) vuv’=(j, , . . . . jh), where j, = Max{ vk, I&} ( 1 6 k < h) 
(2) v<v’ iff Vk (u~<u~) 
t3) lbll = xi= ] l’k. 
It follows that: 
FACT' 3.2. (a) R,: Pre, -+ NILI is an injective function; 
(b) for euery pair Z, I’ of ideals of ord(t), R,(Zu I’) = R,(Z) LJ R,(Z’); 
Cc) llR,(N = 111. 
From Fact 3.1, every ideal Z can be obtained as union of principal ideals, 
i.e., Z= UkE ; Zk for a suitable set of indices 4. 
From Fact 3.2 the following result holds: 
We are now ready to construct an algorithm which, when receiving as 
input the string x =x,x2 ... x, E .E*, denoting the trace t = [x]~., outputs 
the sets: 
PCk’ = set of the representations of prefixes of length k (1 d k < n). 
Such an algorithm consists of two subalgorithms, performing the follow- 
ing steps: 
(1) the representations of the principal ideals I,, . . . . Z, of ord(t) are 
generated ; 
(2) the sets pfk’ (1 <k d n) are constructed by using the above 
obtained representations. 
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ALGORITHM 1. 
InpUI. An array (x,, x2, . . . . x,), with X,E& which denotes the trace I = [xl, xl, . . . . x,]c 
Output. An array of vectors (v(l), . . . . v(n)). where v(k)o N IL1 is the representation of the 
principal ideal I,. 
begin 
for u, p EZ do N,,,(O) := 0; 
for O<k<n do 
for r~, p E Z do 
begin 
if xk + , # CJ then N,,,(k + 1) := N,,,(k); 
if x k+,=~=~ then N,Jk+l):=N,,,(k)+l; 
if xk+,= cr#p then N,,,(k+ 1) :=Max{N,,,(k)]not(~C’cr)} 
end ; 
for 1 <k <n do if xk = CT then v(k) := (N,, *i(k), . . . . N,,;(k)) 
end. 
The correctness of Algorithm 1 is proved by showing, by induction, that 
N,,,(k) is the number of symbols p in the prefix of t associated with the 
order ideal generated by (c, j), with xi = g and xi # CT (j < id k); if x, # (T 
for every 1 < i < k, then N,,,(k) = 0. The computation time is O(n). 
ALGORITHM 2. 
Inpu1. Two arrays (x,, x*, . . . . x,), (v(l), . . . . v(n)) which represent the input and the output 
of Algorithm 1, respectively; 
Output. The class {$“‘I, . . . . P”“‘}, where P (ir) is the set of the representations of k-element 
prefixes of the trace t= [xIxz....x,]c. 
begin 
A := all the subsets of { 1, 2. . . . . n) with at most CL elements, where a: is the clique number of 
C, different from @; 
,y(” := $2’ := := ,y’“’ := 0; Jy’O’ := { (0, 0, .,,( 0)) ; 
for SE A do 
*Sz{k, ,..., kp) withk,o{1,2 ,.._, nj (l<i<<B)andfi<a* 
begin 
V:=@; 
for kESdo V:= Vu {v(k)]; 
*V contains the representations of the principal ideals Ik,, ,.., I,;, 
if V is an antichain of ( NIZ1, Q ) then 
begin 
v :=Uk,sv(k); 
*v is the representation of the ideal associated with the antichain 
:<-yk,k)lke:S}* 
j:= llvll; 
*j is the number of elements in the ideal represented by v* 
X”’ := X’l’(J {v} 
end 
end; 
output (CO’, X”‘, __., 25-q 
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The correctness of Algorithm 2 can be easily proved on the basis of the 
comments included in the text, taking into account that every ideal is 
generated by an antichain and that every antichain contains at most c( 
elements. In order to find the complexity of the algorithm, we observe that 
the critical steps, which depend on the length n of the input, are the 
generation of subsets of { 1, 2, . . . . n} of cardinality a at most and the for 
cycle on such subsets. The computation time is then bounded, up to a 
constant, by the number of such subsets, i.e.: 
(y)+(i)+ ,.. +(;)=ow 
We can conclude that the algorithm requires O(n’) time. 
4. ON REPRESENTING INTERVALS IN A TRACE 
The representation of prefixes given in the previous section can be easily 
used for representing intervals. In fact, given a trace t, let us consider the 
decomposition t = a. x .p. Since in the monoid F(C, C) the right can- 
cellation law holds, the pair (a, x), where c( and c(x are prefixes of t, 
univocally determines the above decomposition. 
DEFINITION 4.1. An interval in the trace t is a pair (a, X) such that both 
CI and ax are prefixes of t. 
The set Int, of the intervals of t can be equipped with a partial com- 
position operation 0 as follows: 
DEFINITION 4.2. If for (a, x), (b, y)~ Int, we have /I = c(x, then (c(, x) 
and (/I, y) are said to be composable, and their composition is 
(a, xl o (B, Y) = (6 v). 
Let us consider now the set N IX’ x NIz’ with the partial composition 
operation 0, where : 
(a, p), (c, d) E Nlzi x Nizi are composable iff b = c, and their 
composition is (a, b) 0 (c, d) = (a, d). 
The representation of the intervals of t is the function 
S, : Int I + NIXI x NtZt 
defined by 
S,(a, -xl = (R,(a), R,(ax)), 
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where R, is the representation of prefixes defined in the previous section. 
We have: 
THEOREM 4.1. S, : (Int,, 0) -+ ( NIZl x N’=I, 0 ) is a one-to-one 
morphism. 
It follows that S, is an isomorphism on its homomorphic image; the 
inverse function will be denoted by S; ‘. 
5. REGULAR AND CONTEXT-FREE TRACE LANGUAGES 
In the theory of formal languages on a monoid M, relevant subclasses of 
languages can be characterized in terms of closure properties with respect 
to operations on languages. More precisely, given a monoid A4, any subset 
A c M will be said to be a language on M. Here, we will study the 
particular case where M is the fpcm F(‘(c, C). 
Let us define on the set 2 ‘~3’) of trace languages the operations +, 0, 
and (- )*, where + denotes the set-theoretic union, 0 the concatenation of 
languages (i.e., L, “L, = (t/t =.xJ’, .YE L,, YE L,}), and (-)* the closure 
operation, which associates with a language L the least submonoid of 
F(C, C) which contains L. It is known that L* = Ukr,, Lk. 
As in the sequential case, the class Reg(C, C) of regular trace languages 
on F(C, C) can be defined as the least class containing finite trace 
languages and closed with respect to the above operations. Furthermore, 
Mazurkiewicz (1977) extended to trace languages the algebraic charac- 
terization of regular languages as solutions of right linear equations on 
language variables, such as 
with A, and Bi finite trace languages and A, # [E]. 
Here, we give a similar definition of the set of context free or algebraic 
trace languages as the set of languages which are solution of an algebraic 
system of the form 
x,=x Ajk/,.Xk.X/,+ 1 Bi;a (1 <i<n) 
k.h oeZ 
with A,,, BinE ({E}, fa} and GEE. 
Regular and algebraic languages have been studied for some classes of 
monoids which are particular cases of fpcm’s. Besides the well-known case 
of the free monoid Z*, corresponding to C= 0, we can recall Parikh 
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languages (Parikh, 1966) which are defined on totally commutative 
monoids, i.e., C = Z2, and rational relations, which correspond to regular 
languages in the (partially commutative) monoid CT x C: (Eilenberg, 
1974). 
Now, given a language Lc_C*, it is possible to associate with it a trace 
language as follows : 
DEFINITION 5.1. Given a language L on a finite alphabet Z and a 
concurrency relation C on C, the set [L] c = { [w]= / w E L} is the trace 
language generated by L under C. 
The following easy result relates the above classes of trace languages to 
the usual classes of languages: 
THEOREM 5.1. A trace language T is regular (context-free) tff there is a 
regular (context-free) language L on C* such that T= [L]c. 
6. THE MEMBERSHIP PROBLEM FOR TRACE LANGUAGES 
The membership problem is a classical problem on languages that is 
known to be solvable in polynomial time both for regular and context free 
languages. In the case of trace languages, we will suppose to have a con- 
current alphabet (6, C) and a grammar G = ( V,, Z, S, Ii’), where V, is 
the set of nonterminal symbols, Z the terminal alphabet, S the axiom, and 
P the set of productions; we denote with To the trace language [Lo]c, 
where Lo is the language generated by G. Then the membership problem 
for trace languages can be defined as follows: 
PROBLEM (MPTL). 
Instance. A word XEZ* 
Question. [x] C E To ? 
The following theorem show that MPTL can be solved in polynomial 
time in the case where G is a context free grammar, which we suppose to be 
given in Chomsky normal form. 
THEOREM 6.1. Given a concurrent alphabet (Z, C) and a context free 
trace language T, the membership problem for T can be solved in time 
O(BM(lxl’)), where 1x1 is the length of the input word x, c1 is the clique 
number of C, and BM(n) is the time required for multiplying two arbitrary 
n x n boolean matrices. 
To prove this statement, which is a nontrivial generalization of a 
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well-known result of Valiant (1975) on general context-free recognition in 
less than cubic time, we associate with every trace t the set: 
Q(t)= IAlAe v/v A 34CY1,= t A A ** Y,). 
Hence, t E T iff the axiom SE Q(t). Furthermore, Q(t) can be recursively 
defined as 
Q(t)=ifItl=lthen{A/AEVN,A-*tE~} 
eke {AIAE V,,A~A’A”EP,A’EQ(~‘),A”EQ(~“),~‘~”=~}. 
We can observe that, in order to compute Q(t), the recursion requires 
the computation of Q(p) for every interval (tl, X) of t. Using this obser- 
vation, we will be able to transform the problem of computing Q(t) in the 
computation of the transitive closure of a suitable matrix. To clarify this 
reduction, we recall some definitions and results from Valiant (1975). 
Let X be a finite set and 0 : 2” x 2x + 2x a binary operation, left and 
right distributive with respect to the union operation. Now, let us consider 
the set M, of n x n matrices with subsets of X as elements, with the 
operations + (sum), 0 (product), and + (transitive closure): 
DEFINITION 6.1. Given A, BE M,, then : 
(A+B),=A,uB, 
(AoB),= u AA 0 B/ci 
A+=AC’)+A(2’+ . . . +A@)+ . . . 
i-1 
,,I ( ’ ) = A and A”‘= u A(Ji). 
,=I 
We remark that, in general, the product is not associative. As proved in 
Valiant (1975), the following holds : 
FACT 6.1. Given an upper triangular matrix A E M,, its transitive closure 
A + can be computed in time O(BM(n)), where BM(n) is the time required 
for the multiplication of arbitrary n x n boolean matrices. 
Let us go back to our subject; given the representation S, of the intervals 
of t, we can reduce the problem MPTL for context-free languages to the 
transitive closure of a matrix in two steps, as follows: 
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(1) Given a context free grammar G = ( V,, Z, S, P), we associate 
with every x E C*, representative of the trace t = [xl=, a matrix B in the 
following way : 
(a) the “indexes” of the elements of B are the representations of 
the prefixes of t. With a slight modification of the algorithm 
given in the previous section, it is not difficult to construct a 
vector [vi, . . . . v,] whose elements are these indexes, such that 
the component vi follows vk in the vector if vi> vkr 2 being 
the order relation introduced in NIZ’. 
(b) The components of B are subsets of V,. In particular, we 
define : 
1 
A,=(X~X~V,andX+a,~P}ifv~<v~and(v~,v~)is 
B = Vl,V, the representation of the interval (a, aok ) (c/c E 2) 
Izl otherwise. 
We observe that B is an m x m upper triangular matrix, with 
m = 0( 1x1”). Furthermore, it can be constructed in time 
w4*“). 
(2) We introduce in 2’” the binary operation 0 : 
AOB={X~Xd’,,,,X + YZEP, YEA,ZEB} (A, BE V,v) 
and compute the transitive closure of B, B+ = U B”‘. By induction, it is 
possible to prove that: 
Q(P) if v, < vj and (vi, v,) is the representation 
(B’k’),,, v, = p oft of length k 
0 otherwise. 
So, we can conclude: 
IIxlce TG iffSEB,,,,f, where v, is the representation of the empty 
ideal E and v, is the representation oft. 
Remembering the result by Valiant (1975) on the transitive closure of 
matrices, Theorem 6.1 follows. 
If the operation 0 is associative, which corresponds to the case of 
regular languages, a different algorithm gives a stronger result. In fact, if G 
is a regular grammar, represented in right linear form, the set Q(t) defined 
as above can be expressed in the following recursive form: 
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Q(t)=ifItl=lthen{A(A+tEP) 
else u {AIA-+BuEP A Bee(f)}. 
r=r’a.rrEz 
In fact, by induction on the length of t : 
(a) for (tl = 1 the assertion obviously holds; 
(b) let ItI > 1. Then: 
A E Q(r) iff there are a, B such that A -+ Ba E P, BE Q( t’), t’a = t. 
Since 1 t’J < 1 tJ, by induction hypothesis we have that : 
A E Q(t) iff there are a, B, y such that : 
A-,Ba, B=z-* y, Cvlc= t’, t’a = t. 
Since A = * ya and [ ya] C = [ y] =a = t hold, we can conclude 
A E Q(t) iff $(A** y A [y],= t). 
Then, our problem is reduced to efficiently computing such Q(t). Given 
the grammar G, let us define the functions 1: ,Z + 2 ‘, and 6 : ,Y x 2 vN -+ 2 vN 
by: 
A(a)= (AJA-wE!P} 
~(~,A)=(A(A-*B~EP,BEA} (CTEC, Ac V,). 
Now, we can easily modify Algorithm 2 in Section 3 so as to compute, 
for every ideal p of ord( [x, ... x,1,-, not only its representation v, but also 
the set MAX(v) of its maximal elements. For (x,, k) E MAX(v), let v\x/, 
denote the representation of the ideal obtained from p by erasing the 
element (x,, k). Our algorithm works as follows: 
forvEP(1Jdoifvrepresents{(x,,k)}andx,=uthenX(v):=I(cr); 
for2<k<ndo 
for vEW)do 
begin 
S := MAX(v); 
X(v) := u {4x,, v\xt)l (Xk. /c)ES} 
end 
For k= n, the only element of PC”’ is the representation w  of the whole 
poset ord(t), and X(w) = Q(t). It is easy to prove that the algorithm works 
in time 0( 1x1 “), so we can conclude : 
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THEOREM 6.2. Giuen a concurrent alphabet (C, C) and a regular trace 
language T, the membership problem for T can be solved in time 0( 1x1”). 
7. THE UNIFORM MEMBERSHIP PROBLEM FOR TRACE LANGUAGES 
For the membership problem, the concurrent alphabet and the language 
are given a priori, and the instance of the problem consists only of the 
word we want to test for its membership to the language. In the case where 
even the alphabet and the language are given as variable parameters of the 
problem, we have the uniform memebership problem for trace languages: 
PROBLEM (UMPTL). 
Instance. A concurrent alphabet (Z, C), a grammar G and word 
XE‘P. 
Question. [xlc E T,? 
This problem is a difficult one, both for context-free and regular trace 
languages, as stated by the following: 
THEOREM 7.1. The UMP for context free and regular trace languages is 
NP-complete. 
Proof. First of all, let us show that the UMPTL belongs to the class 
NP (Garey and Johnson, 1979). In fact, we have 
[-xlc~ [IbIc,= T, iff ~z([z]~= [xlcandzELG). 
Hence, we can proceed as follows. First, we can nondeterministically select, 
in polynomial time, a string y belonging to the class [xlc. Then, a test is 
carried out to verify whether y E L G; but this amounts to solving an 
instance of the MP for context free (regular) languages in the usual sense, a 
polynomial time task. 
We have now to prove that the UMP for context free (regular) trace 
languages is NP-hard; the proof is obtained by showing that a well-known 
NP-complete problem, the Hamiltonian path problem, can be 
polynomially reduced to it. The Hamiltonian path problem is defined as 
follows : 
PROBLEM (HPP). 
Instance. A graph G = ( V, E). 
Question. Is there a Hamiltonian path in G? 
Now, given an instance ({u,, t12, . . . . u,,}, E) = G of the HPP, we can 
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(polynomially) construct a regular grammar R, for the set of all the paths 
in G. Furthermore, we define the concurrency relation on V by 
C= Vx V-Z (I the identity relation). It is easy to see that: 
G has a Hamiltonian path iff [u, v2.. . v,]~E [L(R,)IJc, 
so completing the reduction. 
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